Bryn Calfaria (Welsh)
Composer: William Owen, 1852 - Public Domain
Tuning: DGc New Dorian – Arranged by Jeff Hansen
Note: ~ is half note, ‘ is eighth note, ~~~ is whole note

0-(drone)
0-(drone)
1 1 4~ 6 6 6~ 5~ 6 6 8~ 7 6 5 5 4~~~

0-(drone)
0-(drone)
1 1 4~ 6 6 6~ 5~ 6 6 8~ 7 6 5 5 4~~~

0-(drone)
0-(drone)
4 5 6~ 4~ 5 6 7~ 5~ 6 7 8~ 6 8' 9' 8' 7' 8' 7' 6' 7' 6' 5' 4 8~~~

0-(drone)
0-(drone)
6 6 8~ 7 6 5 5 4~~~